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Abstract
Stability and sensitivity analyses of a recently proposed mechanical strain relaxation method for
residual stress measurement in thin plates are presented. The method is based on the Mathieu
series solution for a semi-infinite elastic strip with self-equilibrated end loading. The effects of the
specimen length, incomplete displacement data and rigid body rotation errors were analysed. The
results of this analysis were applied to improve the performance of the method for the measurement
of the residual stress in a 3 mm thick friction stir welded plate of Aluminium 5083-O alloy. A
through cut was introduced with an electrical discharge machining (EDM) wire. 3D digital image
correlation was used to measure the relaxation displacements. The reconstructed residual stress
profile agrees with that measured by energy dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDXRD). It is shown
that the orientation of the EDM wire with respect to the plate significantly affects cutting induced
plastic strain. This strain is minimised when the EDM cut is through the thickness of the plate, i.e.
when the plate width direction is parallel to the EDM wire. Such orientation of the EDM wire leads
to a minimal induced-plasticity on the cut surface. This is a major strength of the method, which
makes it attractive in practical applications where other mechanical stress relaxation methods
suffer from plastic flow on cutting.
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1. Introduction1
Many non-destructive and destructive residual stress (RS) measurement techniques are used2
successfully in a great variety of engineering applications. Neutron diffraction [1, 2], synchrotron3
X-ray [3, 4] and lab X-ray diffraction [5] are the most commonly used non-destructive methods.4
These methods are based on measuring inter-atomic distances in stressed and unstressed material5
and converting those to strain [6].6
Destructive (mechanical stress relaxation or MSR) techniques measure strain or displacement7
caused by removal of some material. The measured relaxation is converted to stress using a range8
of elastic models [7]. The popular techniques include hole drilling [8], deep hole drilling [9], slitting9
[10, 11] and contour methods [12].10
Although these techniques have been successful, they have limitations. Diffraction methods11
work only with crystalline materials and require expensive facilities for subsurface measurement.12
Quality of hole drilling RS measurements critically depends on stress uniformity within several13
hole diameters [13], so it cannot be used on RS fields with high gradients. In addition, to capture14
rapidly changing fields, many holes and many strain gauges are required, which increases the15
complexity and costs of experiments [14]. The slitting method [11, 10, 15] can be used if the RS16
field is non-uniform along the slit depth, though it must be uniform along the the slit width. In17
addition, high uncertainty is expected for near surface measurements [11].18
Recently, a new MSR technique has been proposed [16]. It is designed specifically for the mea-19
surement of RS measurement in plates, where RS can be highly non-uniform in-plane, but constant20
through thickness. The method involves a single cut at the midsection of the longitudinal direction21
of the plate, propagated either (i) through the thickness of the plate, called the ’side cut’, or (ii)22
through the width of the plate, called the ‘top cut’. Full-field relaxation displacements from the23
side surface are recorded with 3D digital image correlation (DIC). An elastic analytical model was24
used to convert the relaxation displacements into stresses using standard inverse method proce-25
dures. The technique was shown to be relatively insensitive to random displacement measurement26
errors and successfully implemented to measure the RS generated by four-point bending in a bar27
of square cross section [16].28
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Figure 1: (a) The problem geometry for a 2D semi-infinite rectangular strip, of width 2c, with arbitrary self-
equilibrated end load [16]. (b) The friction stir welding (FSW) specimen used in this work. The specimen is cut
with wire EDM at x1 = 0, the symmetry plane.
In this work, further error analysis was carried out to improve the performance of the method.29
The method was then applied to measure the RS field in a thin friction stir welding (FSW) plate.30
This application was chosen because the method has unique advantages when used on thin plates31
with non-uniform in-plane RS fields. Applications of most other MSR methods to thin plates32
can suffer from global plate distortion [17, 18], which makes precise relaxation measurement hard,33
resulting in higher measurement errors [19]. It is shown that RS measured in the FSW plate with34
the new method, refined following the sensitivity and stability analysis, agrees with that measured35
by energy dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDXRD) in prior work [20]. It is also shown that using the36
side cut introduces little or no plastic strain, which can be a problem in other MSR methods.37
2. The analytical model38
For a detailed description of the analytical solution the reader is referred to [16, 21]. A brief39
overview is given here.40
The Mathieu series solution for a 2D semi-infinite strip of width 2c with arbitrary self-equilibrated41
loading at the end was used [22], see Fig. 1(a). A combination of the following even, f , and odd,42
g, (with respect to x2) stress functions was used:43
fi = e
−γix1/c
(
ξi cos
γix2
c
+
γix2
c
sin
γix2
c
)
; gi = e
−φix1/c
(
ψi sin
φix2
c
+
φix2
c
cos
φix2
c
)
(1)
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The boundary conditions are σ22 = σ12 = 0 at x2 = ±c and
∫ c
−c σ22dx2 =
∫ c
−c σ12dx2 = 0 at44
x1 = 0, see Fig. 1(a), which lead to the following constraints:45
sin 2γi + 2γi = 0; ξ = −γi tan γi; sin 2φi − 2φi = 0; ψ = −φi/ tanφi (2)
which have infinite number of solutions for dimensionless γi, ξi, φi, ψi. A complete stress function,46
suitable for any arbitrary self-equilibrated stress on the boundary, is constructed as follows:47
θ =
∞∑
i=1
ai<(fi) + bi=(fi) + ci<(gi) + di=(gi) (3)
By selecting coefficients of ai, bi, ci and di, any arbitrary self-equilibrated loading at the x1 =48
0 boundary can be constructed. The forward stress solution is then immediately obtained. An49
inverse solution can be constructed for known displacement fields. Using plane stress, small strain50
and linear isotropic elasticity assumptions, the surface in-plane displacements can be expressed as51
follows:52
Eu1 =
∞∑
i=1
ai
∫
<
(
∂2fi
∂x22
− ν ∂
2fi
∂x21
)
dx1 + bi
∫
=
(
∂2fi
∂x22
− ν ∂
2fi
∂x21
)
dx1
+ci
∫
<
(
∂2gi
∂x22
− ν ∂
2gi
∂x21
)
dx1 + di
∫
=
(
∂2gi
∂x22
− ν ∂
2gi
∂x21
)
dx1
(4)
Eu2 =
∞∑
i=1
ai
∫
<
(
∂2fi
∂x21
− ν ∂
2fi
∂x22
)
dx2 + bi
∫
=
(
∂2fi
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dx2
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)
dx2
By truncating the series limit at n, the unknown coefficients ai, bi, ci, di, are found from the53
solution of the standard linear least square (LLS) problem:54
min
x
||Ax− u||2 (5)
where x is the vector of 4n unknown series coefficients, u is a vector of 2m displacement values, A55
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is a 2m× 4n matrix of integral functions taken at the location of each of the measurement points.56
To improve LLS stability, the number of measured displacement points, m, should be considerably57
higher than the number of terms in the series expansion, n. In practice, hundreds or thousands58
of data points are needed, which means the method requires a full-field measurement technique,59
such as DIC.60
Tikhonov regularisation of the LLS problem was implemented to improve stability [23, 24, 25].61
Eigenvalues smaller than 0.01 of the largest eigenvalue were set to 0. This transforms the problem62
into finding a minimum norm solution to the inverse problem. LAPACK LLS routines [26] were63
used.64
3. Error analysis65
Prior work showed that the reconstructed RS profile suffered from significant noise [16], which66
is believed to be the cumulative result of various experimental errors. A detailed analysis of the67
influence of a range of experimental errors on the reconstructed RS profile is given here.68
Four types of input error are likely to be introduced in an experiment. Random errors include69
(1) random displacement noise and (2) missing data, e.g. due to failed DIC pattern. Systematic70
errors include (3) insufficient length of the specimen and (4) rigid body rotation. Previous error71
analysis concluded that the method was relatively insensitive to random noise in experimental72
displacements [16]. Errors associated with missing data and systematic errors are investigated in73
detail in this section.74
3.1. Effect of specimen length75
The analytical solution is based on a semi-infinite plate. Applying this solution to a specimen76
of finite length is adequate as long as the specimen is long enough such that the relaxation caused77
by the cutting is fully contained within the specimen and does not reach the far end. The purpose78
of this analysis is to find out the effect of the specimen length if it is too short.79
The Abaqus 6.12 FE package [27] was used for this study. A 2D plane stress model of the80
half length of the plate was used, exploiting symmetry on x1 = 0, see Fig. 2(a). The size of the81
model was 106 mm × 150 mm. Isotropic linear elasticity was used with the Young’s modulus of 7182
5
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic of the 2D FE model. The different lengths of the model have been generated from 1c to
10c. The elements on the left edge are 0.09 mm by 0.5 mm. Cutting was simulated via element removal. For the
reconstruction, displacement data was collected from the nodes in the fine mesh region, x1 = 0.09 to 10 mm. The
inset shows a magnified view of the top left corner of the model. (b) Shapes of RS fields, after stress equilibration,
obtained from the FE models of different lengths.
GPa and the Poisson’s ratio of 0.33. Isotropic power hardening plasticity was used with the yield83
stress of 145 MPa and the UTS of 290 MPa. These values were chosen to represent Aluminium84
5083-O, the experimental material chosen for this study. The hardening data was obtained from85
[20]. Bell shaped RS fields, expected in thin FSW plates, were chosen for this work. The RS86
field was simulated using SIGINI Abaqus subroutine [27]. σ11 = 100 MPa was applied between87
x2 = −25 and x2 = 25 mm. Enforcing stress equilibrium resulted in a residual stress field similar88
to that in the welding process, see Fig.2(b). The shapes of RS fields change with the length of the89
FE model. Models of length L = c, 1.44c, 2c and 10c were investigated. L = 1.44c was chosen to90
match the length of the FSW welding specimen available for this work.91
22,500 four-node linear elements were used. Three element sizes were used, see 2(a). The92
smallest elements, 0.09 mm × 0.50 mm were used to simulate cutting via an element removal93
technique. These elements were removed instantaneously, causing no plastic strain in the rest of94
the model. The element size in the data collection region was 0.50 mm × 0.50 mm, except for a95
layer of the elements very close to the elements to be cut was 0.41 × 0.50 mm. The relaxation96
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displacement data was collected on the region between x1 = 0.09 and 10.00 mm. It was used to97
reconstruct the RS fields, see Fig. 4. For the rest of the model, the mesh was biased along x1.98
A total of 54 nodes were used between x1 = 10 mm and the end of the model. The width of99
all elements was 0.50 mm. The right edge top and bottom nodes were fixed to avoid rigid body100
motion.101
Fig. 3 shows the relaxation displacement fields from the model of length 10c. u1 and u2 drop to102
zero by about about x1 = 2c. If the specimen is shorter than 2c, then the u1 and u2 fields will not103
match the analytical model, which assumes u1 = u2 = 0 only at x1 → +∞. Using displacement104
data from short specimens will result in incorrectly reconstructed series expansion coefficients. In105
particular, higher order anti-symmetric terms, which are zero for symmetric RS fields, become106
substantially different from zero, producing high oscillations seen in the RS profile.107
The RS fields from different lengths of the model were reconstructed with the series expansion108
limit of 15, see Fig. 4. As expected, shorter models result in higher error.109
If the specimen is longer than 2c, then the boundary conditions on the free end of the plate110
are not important, because the right edge is guaranteed to be stress free, i.e. zero reaction forces.111
However, for shorter specimens, the boundary condition type becomes important.112
Two types of right edge constrains were analysed with short FE models: (1) far edge top and113
bottom nodes are fixed, and (2) far edge fixed bottom node and u1 = 0 at the top node. It appears114
that fixing both corners gives a lower error, see Fig. 4(b).115
Fig. 5 shows that clamping at x1 = 0.933c has a small effect on the reconstructed RS profile.116
The location of the clamp is shown in Fig. 3(a). This location for the clamp was later used in the117
experiment.118
3.2. Sensitivity to limited displacement data119
Previous work considered the case when a few displacement data points are missing at the120
cut edge of the specimen [16]. In this work we analyse more severe cases: (1) displacements are121
available only from half width of the specimen. and (2) u2 displacement data are set to zero due to122
poor quality of this data. The first case can typically arise when the RS field is known in advance123
to be symmetric with respect to x2. Reducing the field of view to half the width then allows one124
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Figure 3: The relaxation displacement fields, showing (a) u1 and (b) u2 obtained from the 2D plain stress FE model.
The width was 2c = 150 mm and the length was 10c = 750 mm. (c) and (d) show u1 and u2 in the region between
x1 = 0 and 2c. Different lengths of the models have been generated which are indicated in (a) and (b). The stress
fields, reconstructed from each model are shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 6: (a) 10 first terms in the series expansion in Eqn. (3) used for the forward solution. Due to RS symmetry,
odd terms (ci and di) were set to zero. (b) Reconstructed RS profiles using the half and the full width. The half
width reconstruction is worse for x2 < 0, where the data was not collected.
to increase the spatial resolution by a factor of 2. The second case is important because relaxation125
along x2 is only due to the Poisson’s effect. Hence u2 is typically about 3 times smaller than u1.126
Hence u2 suffers from worse signal to noise ratio compared to u1.127
The inverse solution used as input the displacements calculated analytically using the forward128
solution with pre-set series expansion coefficients, ai, bi, ci, di, see Eqn. 3. Before using the inverse129
solution, the analytical displacements were perturbed randomly and systematically to assess the130
sensitivity of the inverse solution.131
The L = 2c model was used in this analysis. The first 10 terms in the series expansion were132
calculated from the FE model, described in Sec. 3.1. These are listed in Fig. 6(a), which shows133
only the even terms, ai, bi. The odd terms are zero because the RS field is symmetric.134
Fig. 7(a) compares the reconstructed RS profiles, obtained using displacement data from135
different collection regions, from x2 = −c to 0.5c and c, against the applied RS. FE model of136
length 2c was used. There is a very good match between the forward and the reconstructed RS137
field, obtained from full width data ( x2 = −c to c). When the data collection window is reduced,138
the match becomes worse. When the data is collected from only half the width, a good match is139
obtained only where data is available, see Fig. 6(b). Using only u1 displacement data in the the140
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Figure 7: (a) RS profiles, reconstructed using the relaxation displacements from different regions, from x2 = −c
to 0.5c and c, compared with the applied RS profile. The applied RS was calculated using the series expansion
coefficients in Fig. 6(a). (b) Inverse stress profiles reconstructed with and without u2 displacement data.
analytical solution results in a worse inverse solution, see Fig. 7(b).141
3.3. Rigid body rotation142
The stress distribution used in Sec. 3.1 was used in a 2D FE model with L = 2c to calculate the143
relaxation displacements similar to those in Fig. 3(c-d). A rigid body rotation of 0.01◦ about the144
origin, x1 = 0, x2 = 0, changes displacements dramatically as shown in Fig. 8. In this example,145
the value of 0.01◦ was chosen because it gives the artificial displacement, due to the rotation,146
of the same order as the magnitude of the maximum u1. Thus, the maximum magnitude of u2147
displacement due to the rotation is approximately 3 times greater than that without the rotation,148
see Fig 8(b) and 3(d). In the experiments, clamping was used to reduce the rigid body rotation149
to below 0.01◦. The reconstructed residual stress profiles are shown in Fig. 9. When the rotated150
displacement fields are used, the reconstructed RS field suffers from high oscillations.151
Rigid body compensation is thus required. An approach used previously for the hole drilling152
method with Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI) [28] was applied here. Displace-153
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Figure 8: (a) u1 and (b) u2 FE relaxation displacements with added rigid body rotation by 0.01
◦ about x1 = 0, x2 =
0. L = 2c. Other FE model details are shown in Fig. 3(d).
ments due to rigid body motion can be expressed as:154
 u
M
1
uM2
 =
 u
T
1 + u
R
1
uT2 + u
R
2
 =
 u
T
1 + (cosα− 1)x1 − sinαx2
uT2 + sinαx1 + (cosα− 1)x2
 (6)
where superscripts T and R refer to the in-plane translation and rotation accordingly. α is the155
rotation angle. This displacement was added to Eqn. 4. As a result, the reconstructed RS field156
agreed very well with the applied RS field, see Fig. 9.157
4. Effect of different cutting schedules158
A previous FE study [16] showed that propagating the cut from different directions in a four-159
point bend RS specimen causes different amount of stress redistribution. Significant stress redis-160
tribution can lead to plastic deformation during cutting if the magnitude of RS is close to yield.161
However, it was possible to arrange the EDM wire so that a self-equilibrated RS field was removed162
on each cutting increment, i.e.
∫
∆A
σ11dA = 0, where ∆A is the area of material removed in each163
increment of the cut. This reduces residual stress redistribution in the material ahead of the EDM164
wire, which is a common cause of plastic strain on cutting [16].165
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Figure 10: The top near and far corners of 3D FE model (see also Fig. 2(a)). x1 = 0 is the symmetry plane. An
incremental cut was simulated by element removal (a) from the top to the bottom face (top cut) and (b) from the
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In this work the conclusions from [16] are applied to a thin plate model. A 108 mm × 150 mm166
× 3 mm 3D FE model of half plate was used, with symmetry condition on x1 = 0. Applied initial167
stress and material properties are the same as in the 2D model, see the 1.44c case in Fig. 2(b).168
73,800 eight-node reduced integration elements were used. The element sizes were 0.5 mm169
thorough thickness and the same as in the 2D model in plane, see Sec. 3.1. Incremental element170
removal was used in this model to simulate a progressive cut propagation. Cuts from the top to171
the bottom, and from the front to the rear side were analysed, see Fig. 10.172
The plastic strain fields normal to the cut surface, p11, induced by stress redistribution during173
cutting are shown in Fig. 11. p11 is shown because it is believed to affect the relaxation displacement174
on the surface the most. In the top cut with the corner constraint, see Fig. 10(c) there are two175
plastic peaks, in the regions of x2 = -8 mm and x2 = 23 mm, see Fig. 11(a). At these locations176
plastic strain reaches the front surface, affecting the surface displacements. The peak magnitudes177
of p11 are 0.001 and -0.0007. The peaks are not symmetric with respect to x1 because the locations178
of the plastic regions are determined by the cumulative effect of RS relaxation. This can be179
explained quantitatively in terms of KIrs, mode I stress intensity factor resulting from introducing180
a thin cut into a RS field, [29].181
In contrast, in the side cut, see Fig. 11(b) the maximum plastic strain is higher, p11 = 0.0035,182
but is located only near the rear face between x2 = −10 and 10 mm.183
To see the effect of constraint on induced plasticity, a fixed constraint was applied to two184
different regions: (1) nodes along the thickness (x3 = 0 to 3 mm) in the top right and bottom right185
corners (corner constraint), see Fig. 10(c) as it is 2D model in Sec. 3.1, and (2) entire nodes on186
the right free surface (surface constraint) of the model to avoid rigid body motion, see Fig. 10(d).187
For the case of a fixed constraint applied to the whole stress free surface for the top cut model,188
see Fig. 10(d), the shape of cutting-induced-plasticity on the cut surface is notably changed to189
a single peak between x2 = 0 and x2 = −15 mm. The magnitude of the peak plastic strain190
is p11 = 0.002, which is 2 times higher than the corner constraint case. This suggests that less191
constraint is preferable, consistent with the slitting method [19]. In contrast, in the contour method192
high constraint close to the cut is beneficial [30].193
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Figure 11: Plastic strain, p11, on the cut surface resulted from the top cut (a) and from the side cut (b) with
the corner constraint. The top cut induces significant plastic strain on the front surface where displacements are
measured. In contrast, the side cut leaves no plastic strain on the front surface. (c) The result from the top cut
with the whole right free surface is fixed. The direction of the x1 is going into the plane of the cut surface.
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Figure 12: Residual stress fields, reconstructed from the FE relaxation displacements, obtained from the two cutting
schedules, are compared with initial applied stress. Using data from the the top cut leads to higher harmonic noise,
which is particularly high towards the edges of the specimen.
Fig. 12 shows the residual stress profile reconstructed from the two different cutting methods194
with a corner constraint. The relaxation displacement data were collected from the front surface,195
see Fig. 10(a). The residual stress reconstructed from the top cut suffers from higher harmonic196
noise. However, this might also be due to the constraint effect for short specimens.197
This analysis supports findings from [31, 16]. For thin plates a side cut is preferable to a top198
cut, because a side cut causes less plasticity.199
5. Experiments200
Brief details of specimen preparation are given here. The full description is given in [20]. Several201
216 mm × 150 mm × 3 mm plates were manufactured from aluminium alloy 5083-O ( σY = 145202
17
MPa, UTS = 290 MPa), of which two were selected for this work. Each plate was cut into two parts203
by water jet at the centre of the width along the longitudinal direction. Advantages of the water204
jet technique are low heat generation and low specimen distortion [32]. The two parts were then205
welded at the Friction Processing Research Institute, Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University in206
South Africa on an MTS I-Stir PDS Friction stir welder. The specimen was welded under force207
control, with a spindle speed of 400 rpm and feed-rate of 200 mm/min using a shoulder and pin208
diameter of 22 and 5 mm.209
5.1. Preparation210
Accurate full-field measurement of the relaxation after the EDM cut is critical in the experi-211
ment. In this experiment, the relaxation was measured with 3D DIC. The specimen was clamped212
with four Aluminium bars (σY = 503 MPa, UTS = 572 MPa). Two sets of bolted top and bottom213
bars are located 70 mm away from the midsection of the specimen where EDM cutting is carried214
out, see Fig. 13(a). The clamping bars are connected rigidly by two connecting bars to keep the215
two halves of the cut specimen together after the EDM cut. The upper connecting bar is removed216
for the top cut.217
5.2. Optical system & surface preparation218
The measurement of the relaxation was performed using Dantec Dynamics 3D DIC system219
[33]. The system consists of two 12-bit 2448 × 2050 pixel CCD cameras with zoom lenses and220
LED light illumination. Taking specimen symmetry into account, only half width of the specimen221
was recorded to achieve a higher displacement resolution. The field of view was 76 mm × 63222
mm, and the DIC stereo parameters were: the angle of 18.87◦ and baseline of 116.34 mm. The223
spatial resolution was 31µm/pixel. The accuracy was between 0.31 and 0.62 µ m/pixel based on224
the accuracy of sub-pixel resolution algorithms, typically between 0.02 to 0.01 pixel [34].225
The accuracy of the DIC critically depends upon suitable surface preparation. In this work226
two challenges of surface preparation were faced: (1) the preservation of the surface during the227
EDM cutting and (2) creation of the suitable size of the random speckle pattern. During the228
EDM cutting the specimen is submerged in water and damage can be caused by the EDM wire229
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(a) (b)
Figure 13: Layout of the specimen and the clamps. The rigid clamping and connecting bars have been employed
to minimise rigid-body motion after the cut. EDM wire cutting was done along the dashed line. The fine hatched
area indicates the area where the DIC data was collected. The upper side of connecting bar is removed for the top
cut. (b) Surface pattern created with matt black and white spray paints. The field of view is approximately 71 ×
63 mm2, giving spatial resolution of 31 µ m/pixel.
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to the pattern near the cut. The DIC pattern quality critically affects the displacement accuracy.230
A random uniform speckle pattern with 3-5 pixels per speckle is typically recommended for high231
resolution measurement of small displacements [35]. Matt black/white spray paint was found most232
effective in this work, see Fig. 13(b).233
There is a trade-off between the quality and quantity of the measured data. Ideally, relaxation234
from the whole width of the specimen should be recorded. However, this cannot be done using the235
available current DIC system while maintaining high resolution. Therefore, relaxation data from236
only half the width of the specimen was recorded, see Fig. 13(a). The sensitivity analysis of Sec.237
3 shows that good RS reconstruction can be expected at x2 ≥ 0, Sec. 3.2.238
The EDM wire diameter was 0.25 mm. The wire speeds were 18.75 mm/min and 0.7 mm/min239
for the top and the side cuts respectively. The speeds were chosen to ensure the same material240
volume removal rate in both cases.241
6. Results242
The u1 and u2 displacement fields from both EDM cutting schedules are shown in Fig. 14.243
Generally, it is known that larger DIC subset sizes give more accurate average displacements, at244
the expense of not resolving sharp gradients. The optimum DIC subset and step size in this work245
were 35 and 25 pixels respectively, giving the displacement spatial resolution of 0.76 mm. There246
were a few spots where the DIC algorithm failed, perhaps due to surface pattern damage.247
Fig. 14(a) and (b) shows that u1 and u2 decay slower than expected with x1. In particular,248
high u2 values away from the cut indicate that rigid body rotation might have occurred.249
Fig. 14(c) shows the u1 relaxation displacement for the top cut and Fig. 14(d) compares u1250
relaxation displacements near the cut from about x1 = 0.15 to 1.67 mm for the top and the side251
cuts. Significant local distortion very close to the cut is seen in the top cut u1 field. The magnitude252
of u1 is much lower in the top cut than in the side cut. This is due to the plastic strain induced253
during the top cut [16], which leads to large errors in the reconstructed residual stress fields, see254
Fig. 15.255
Fig. 15 compares the RS profiles from the top half width of the specimen, reconstructed from256
the measured relaxation displacement fields, compared with EDXRD [20]. The u1 displacement257
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Figure 14: (a) and (b) u1 and u2 relaxation displacement fields from the side cut. x2 = 0 is the centre weld line.
White spots show areas where DIC failed to calculate displacement, perhaps due to damaged surface pattern. (c)
u1 relaxation displacement field from the top cut. (d) u1 relaxation displacement profiles in the vicinity of the
cutting edge. The magnitude of u1 near the cut is lower in the top cut than that in the side cut. This is the likely
effect of cutting induced plasticity in the top cut.
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Figure 15: RS profiles, reconstructed from the measured relaxation displacement fields from the side (front) and
the top cuts, are compared against EDXRD [20]. The RS profile from the side cut agrees very well with that from
EDXRD, but that from the top cut does not.
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field between x1 = 0 to 5 mm was used for the residual stress reconstruction. The series limit was258
15. For the side cut the agreement is very good. However, the RS reconstructed from the top cut259
shows poor agreement with the EDXRD result.260
7. Concluding remarks261
A detailed analysis of the sensitivity of the new side cut MSR method for measuring residual262
stresses in thin plates was carried out. A friction stir welded plate was used in this study. It263
has a symmetric RS field, with tension in the weld area and compression in the virgin material.264
Insufficient specimen length was shown cause errors in the reconstructed RS. For this RS field and265
the specimen shape, it is recommended to apply the method for specimens longer than the width.266
Relaxation in short specimens is sensitive to the level of constraint at the far edge of the plate.267
It is shown that constraining only the far edge corners is preferable to constraining the whole268
far edge, because this results in lower cutting induced plastic strain. The method was shown269
to be insensitive to omission of data from large areas of displacement field. However, it is very270
sensitive to in-plane rigid body rotation. Therefore rigid body compensation was implemented,271
which dramatically improved the quality of the reconstructed RS profile.272
Although care was taken to implement the recommendations from the sensitivity analysis in the273
FSW plate experiment, some of those could not be fulfilled. The specimen length was shorter than274
2c. In addition, despite the use of clamping, some rigid body rotation seems to have occurred. This275
highlights the technical challenges of applying the method in practice. Despite these complications,276
the measured RS profile in a 3mm thick FSW Al 5083-O plate agreed very well with that from277
the EDXRD.278
Direction of propagation of the cut was confirmed to affect stress redistribution and the amount279
of plastic flow on cutting. The side cut was shown to induce no plasticity on the front surface.280
The top cut does induce some plastic deformation on the front surface and thus invalidates the281
assumption that the relaxation displacements are related to the residual stress via an inverse282
elastic problem. This shows that induced-plasticity on the cut can be minimised by choosing283
suitable propagation of the cut. This conclusion might be applicable to some other MSR methods,284
where there is some freedom in how the cut is introduced.285
23
A higher resolution 3D DIC system would allow collecting data from the whole specimen width,286
while maintaining a high spatial resolution. This would improve the stability of the method by287
increasing the amount of displacement data close to the cut.288
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